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Abstract—Automated valet parking, deemed as a key milestone
on the way to autonomous driving, has great potential to improve
the “last-mile” driving experience for users. On the other hand,
it triggers serious risks on vehicle theft and location privacy
leakage. To address these issues, we propose a secure and privacy-
preserving automated valet parking protocol for self-driving
vehicles. The proposed protocol is characterized by extending
anonymous authentication to support two-factor authentication
with mutual traceability for reducing the risks of vehicle theft and
preventing the privacy leakage of users in automated valet park-
ing. Specifically, based on one-time password and secure mobile
devices, two-factor authentication is achieved between vehicles
and smartphones to ensure vehicle security in remote pickup. By
exploiting the BBS+ signature and the Cuckoo filter, user location
privacy is protected against the curious parking lots and service
providers. In addition, the traceable tags are designed to enable a
trusted authority to identify the vehicles and users for localizing a
stolen or missing vehicle and preventing the slandering of greedy
users. Finally, formal security analysis on the proposed protocol is
given to show that the authentication, anonymity and traceability
can be reduced to standard hard assumptions, and performance
evaluation demonstrates the proposed protocol is efficient and
practical to be implemented in autonomous driving era.

Keywords: Autonomous vehicles, automated valet parking, re-
mote control, privacy preservation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, the automotive industry and
technology corporations (e.g., Google, Uber, and Baidu) have
made significant leaps to render self-driving vehicles a reality
[1]. Equipped with advanced sensing and communication ca-
pabilities and intelligent control systems, autonomous vehicles
(AV) are capable of identifying relevant signals and obsta-
cles, analyzing traffic conditions and generating appropriate
navigation paths to deliver passengers to destinations without
any intervention from humans. They have the great potential
to fundamentally alter transportation systems by increasing
personal safety, enhancing user satisfaction, decreasing envi-
ronmental interruption, reducing infrastructure cost, and saving
time for drivers [2]. Despite the appealing benefits that attract
great efforts from both global automakers and technology
companies, there is still a long way to go before customization
and regulations for fully autonomous vehicles.

Although AVs are not commercially available now, rapid
developments are creating a series of use cases for embracing
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the autonomous driving era, one of which is automated valet
parking (AVP) [3], [4]. AVP allows users to leave their vehicles
at the drop-off area, e.g., the foyer of a hotel and the departure
layer of the airport, and activate the AVP application on the
smartphone for valet parking. AVs connect with the nearby
parking lots to find vacant parking space, self-drive to the
parking lots, and park themselves at the vacant space. Due
to the development of advanced sensing, communication and
control technologies, parking space discovery and vehicle
parking are completely automatic and problem-free for AVs.
When departure, users activate the AVP application, and AVs
start the engines and self-drive to the pickup positions, and
users can jump in and start their trips. AVP frees users from
the troublesome vehicle parking and pickup issues, including
time and gas costs for vacant parking search, wandering
around parking garages for vehicle finding, and unpleasant
experience when walking to parking areas, and enables users
to have vehicles at anytime and from anywhere they need.
For example, users can avoid the situations where vehicles
are needed at workplace but they are parking at home. AVP
is deemed as a key milestone on the way to autonomous
driving. Currently, Mercedes-Benz [4] has provided the first
infrastructure-assisted solution for AVP service to allow users
to drop-off and pick-up their vehicles at fixed positions. Tesla
[5] is also promoting the self-park service at parking lots
without drivers’ intervention and GM [6] has patented the au-
tomatic valet parking by proposing a method of autonomously
retrieving a vehicle using a wireless device.

While the emerging AVP receives extensive attentions from
automobile industry, it also brings new and challenging securi-
ty and privacy threats towards both AVs and users. First of all,
due to the exposure of remote control interface, AV is facing
with a broad range of cyber attacks [7], which may result
in the safety issues to drivers, passengers and pedestrian [8].
The success of malicious remote control over smart vehicles
has been exhibited in the experiment of remotely killing
a Jeep on the highway [9]. Secondly, AVP requires users
to remotely start engines, which significantly increases risks
of vehicle theft as remote starters help thief bypass factory
security systems. Thirdly, AVP service providers are separate
administrative entities maintaining all users’ identity infor-
mation and trajectories, and parking and pickup transcripts
exchanged between smartphones and remote AVs. As a result,
user privacy is being put at risk due to the curiosity of AVP
service providers. Once accessing AVP services, users actually
relinquish the ultimate protection on their locations. In short,
although AVP is intuitively attractive for users, it does not
immediately provide sufficient security and privacy guarantees.
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This issue, if not resolved properly, may impede the success
of AVP services.

To secure vehicle control, single-factor authentication based
on physical key or biometric is widely implemented on
vehicles, which results in endless vehicle theft accidents
nowadays. Traditional physical keys or fingerprints can be
copied easily and the popular passive keyless entry and start
systems have been proved to be vulnerable to relay attack
[10] and correlation-based attack [11]. Remote vehicle control
offers large automotive attack surfaces to adversaries, such that
identity authentication with higher security guarantee is neces-
sary for AVs. Multi-factor authentication with the integration
of multiple authentication factors, e.g., secret data, secure
devices, biometric and password, is a promising candidate for
identity verification between smartphones and AVs. n-factor
authentication upgrades the security of single-factor authenti-
cation that even any n-1 factors are disclosed accidently, secu-
rity guarantee would not be degenerated. Due to this appealing
property, many two/three factor authentication schemes and its
variant, e.g., anonymous or mutual authentication, have been
proposed to secure different scenarios, e.g., wireless sensor
networks [12], [13], mobile network [14], vehicular ad hoc
networks [15], and e-healthcare [16]. However, because of the
constrained computing capability of mobile phones and AVs,
the computational efficiency is an essential factor deserves
to be taken into account in designing n-factor authentication
suitable for secure authentication between smart phones and
AVs.

To preserve user privacy, anonymity technique is important
for user’s identity hidden during AVP service access. As
AVP service providers and other entities cannot acquire any
knowledge about users, it is impossible to prevent misbehavior
from greedy or dishonest users. For example, a greedy user
can claim vehicle loss accidents after he/she retrieves the AV,
or accuse an honest user of the scratching of his/her AV in
the public parking lot. Although the parking lot might be
irresponsible to compensate the user for vehicle loss, it has to
be engaged in the investigation. To prevent slandering attacks,
perfect anonymity is not recommended for AVP systems. The
traceability is of equal importance to recover a user’s identity
when necessary for a trusted third party. In addition, perfect
privacy preservation brings troubles on the tracing of lost
vehicles, which is essential for users or police to localize lost
vehicles. Another challenging problem is the loss of smart-
phones. If the user loses the smartphone, he/she cannot retrieve
the vehicle when needed. More seriously, the user is not able
to use the physical key to drive the vehicle for the lack of the
vehicle’s location. Therefore, for the success of AVP services,
it is desirable to take into account the aforementioned critical
issues, including the tracing of anonymous misbehaving users
and the concerns of vehicle and smartphones loss.

To promote the AVP services, we propose a privacy-
preserving automated valet parking protocol (PrivAV) for AVs.
PrivAV is characterized by supporting two-factor authentica-
tion and mutual traceability for preventing vehicle theft, while
achieving anonymous authentication to protect user location
privacy in automated valet parking. More specifically, not
only does PrivAV enable two-factor authentication between

smartphones and AVs for securing remote retrieval, but support
anonymous AVP service access without exposing sensitive
information about users. Further, a trusted third party (i.e., a
judge) is engaged in the AVP service to trace the anonymous
users and lost AVs for preventing slandering and maintaining
fairness. Specifically, the main contributions of this paper are
three folds as follows:

• A secure automated valet parking protocol is proposed to
prevent vehicles from being hacked or stolen. To ensure
secure remote control of AVs, two-factor authentication is
introduced based on one-time password and smart device
to resist malicious access on AVs. As a result, an attacker
that has either one-time password or smartphone is unable
to start the engine and drive the vehicle away.

• Anonymous service authentication between users and
AVP servers and location privacy preservation for users
are achieved based on the BBS+ signature [17] and the
Cuckoo filter [18]. PrivAV strengthens AVP services by
assisting users to build secure remote connections with
their AVs and protecting all transcripts between users and
AVs without invading users’ privacy.

• An honest judge is involved to trace the anonymous users
for refraining misbehavior during vehicle retrieval, and
recover the locations of AVs to help police find lost
vehicles under the delegation of AV owners. In addition,
the judge can recover the parking garage where an AV is
parking for the user in case his/her smartphone is lost.

• Security analysis is given to show that the authentication,
anonymity and traceability of PrivAV rely on the standard
hard assumptions, including CDH, q−SDH and DBDH
assumptions, and performance evaluation demonstrates
PrivAV is efficient to be implemented in reality.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In
section II, we present the AVP architecture and threat models,
and identify design objectives. In section III, we review
preliminaries. Then, we propose our PrivAV in section IV
and prove its security in section V, followed by the efficiency
analysis in section VI. Finally, we review related work in
section VII and draw the conclusion in section VIII.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we present the AVP architecture, threat
model and identify design objectives.

A. The Entities

An AVP system is composed of five entities: an AVP service
provider, parking lots, users, AVs, and the judge. The AVP
service provider manages AVP servers to provide automated
parking and pickup services to users. It is responsible to
solve the problems brought from stolen vehicles and lost
smartphones. The parking lots have deployed cameras, com-
munication units, and a local server to manage the status
of a parking space, i.e., vacant, reserved or possessed, on
behalf of a fog node [19]. A user has a smartphone, which is
used to remotely control her/his AV for parking and pickup.
Each user needs to register at the AVP server to obtain a
service credential. The autonomous vehicle has a temper-proof
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Fig. 1. AVP Architecture

on-board unit to communicate with the user’s smartphone,
roadside units and communication units in the parking lot.
It has the remote control interface provided to its owner for
parking and pickup after the smartphone and the AV are paired.
The judge is a trusted third party, who is the police or a
government agency that administers vehicle registration and
driver licensing. The judge has the public information about all
the entities, including the system parameters of AVP services,
public keys of participating entities, parking lot information,
and vehicle registration information. It has the power to trace
all the AVs and investigate the event of vehicle theft.

B. Overall Architecture

We briefly describe the overall AVP architecture. We assume
that each smartphone and on-board unit (OBU) have a small
amount of read-only memory, which is initialized during
registration. In our PrivAV, the read-only memory will be used
to maintain user identity and secret values generated during
service setup and user registration, i.e., secret keys and service
credentials. The device can freely read the contents and modify
its memory except the read-only memory.

The scenario of automated valet parking is shown in Fig.
1, and the overall architecture consists of the protocols as
described below.

1) Service Setup. The AVP service provider setups the
whole AVP service and chooses the system parameters.
The system parameters are public, as well as the public
keys of all the entities. The secret keys are managed by
their owners secretly.

2) Device Pairing. A smartphone and an AV owned by a
user make a pair by exchanging their public keys and
random values. At the end of the protocol, a SP-AV key
pair is initialized and shared between the smartphone
and AV. In practice, this process may be carried out
when the user purchases the AV from the dealer. The
smartphone and the OBU on the AV may interact
through device-to-device communications supported by
Boothtooth or Wi-Fi.

3) User Registration. The user contacts the service provider
for registration on AVP servers by committing the secret
key. At the end of the protocol, the user acquires the
service credential, which is maintained on the read-only
memory of the smartphone. In practise, this process may

be carried out when the user desires to access AVP
services. The smartphone may communicate with the
AVP servers through Wi-Fi or cellular networks.

4) AV Parking. The OBU carries an interactive protocol
with the smartphone, the AVP server and the local
server in the parking lot. Under the user control with
the smartphone, the AV starts the automated parking
mode to find an accessible parking lot automatically
and navigate to arrive the vacant parking space using
autonomous driving after the user leaves it at the drop-
off place. In this process, the user initializes the one-time
password and the pickup code with the AV that would be
utilized for AV pickup when departure. At the end of this
protocol, the AVP server acquires the protected location
of vehicles and other auxiliary information for vehicle
tracing. In practice, the OBU and the smartphone can
communicate through Boothtooth or Wi-Fi, the OBU
and the smartphone can communicate with the AVP
server and the local server in the parking lot via Wi-
Fi or cellular network, and the other entities, such as
cameras, roadside-units, local servers and AVP servers,
can be connected through direct cable connection.

5) Location Query. The smartphone carries an interactive
protocol with the AVP server. This protocol takes the
pickup code as inputs and returns the AV’s location to
the smartphone.

6) AV Pickup. The smartphone carries an interactive pro-
tocol with the remote AV through the AVP server and
the local server in the parking lot. This protocol takes
its SP-AV key pair, one-time password, pick-up code,
the location and time where and when the user catches
the AV as input, and outputs the authentication result
from the AV. It also enables the user to remotely pay
parking fee through the smartphone based on anonymous
electronic cash or bitcoin systems. At the end of the
protocol, the AV starts the engine and cruises to the
pickup point to pick the user up using the autonomous
driving technique, if the pickup request is from a correct
user.

7) User Tracing. The judge can trace the user of an AV if
he/she has performed some illegal activities. Given the
transcripts maintained on AVP servers, the judger can
trace the owner of a particular AV in case that the AV
is accused to scratch with other vehicles, a stolen AV is
found by the police or a user claimed the loss of his/her
AV but actually he/she has pick it up.

8) AV Tracing. The judge can seek the consent from the
user to trace the parking lots. Given the user’s consent,
the judge is able to trace all the parking lots where the
AV has parked, including those in the future (in the case
of stolen AV tracing).

9) AV Localization. The user can have the parking lot of
the AV with the assistance of the judge. The judge is
able to recover the parking lot of a specific AV and the
user can pick it up using the physical AV key in case of
smartphone loss.
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C. Threat Model and Design Objectives

We consider that the entities in the architecture honestly
follow the specified rules in AVP services, for example, the
service provider can execute the protocols agreed with users,
and the users would not violate the consented policies during
service access. Thus, the users trust the AVP service providers
and prefer to use the offered AVP services. However, the AVP
service is confronted with a variety of attacks from outsiders
and insiders or the collusion of both. A concrete example is
that the adversary may eavesdrop on communication channels
in an attempt to breach location privacy of an honest user. The
local server, whose responsibility is to manage the parking lot,
is also curious to the privacy of users. However, we do not
consider the privacy leakage though cameras. In this paper,
we consider the following four kinds of attacks, namely, AV
stealing attacks, location privacy infringement, slandering and
hiding, which are detailed as follows.

• AV Stealing Attacks. The attacker tries to steal users’
AVs in the parking lots through cyber attacks, including
impersonation attack, replay attack, forging attack and
man-in-the-middle attack. The attacker could be either
outsider or insider who remotely steals a particular AV.
The objective is to hack the authentication between
smartphones and AVs, and thereby start the engine and
drive the AVs away. Else, we consider the case that an
attacker may accidently pick up or maliciously steal the
smartphone of a specified user and aims to steal his/her
AV by using the smartphone on which the scream lock
password does not set or has been broken. The traditional
approaches, such as towing vehicles, using skeleton keys
or electronic interference, and physical attacks, do not
covered in this paper, these misbehavior can be recorded
by the cameras deployed in parking lots.

• Location Privacy Infringement. The attacker tries to i-
dentify the location of a particular user. We consider
a powerful adversary that can collude with other users
and access the local servers and AVP servers. Given the
secret keys of these entities, the attacker’s goal is to
decide if a particular message is sent from one of the
two honest users, so as to predict the user’s location
based on the AV’s position. To guarantee strong privacy
preservation, we enhance the threat model that even if
an attacker physically follows a certain AV to eavesdrop
all its received massages, and has accessed to the secret
keys of the local server and AVP server, the attacker still
cannot corrupt location privacy of an honest user, if it
does not know the owner of this AV in advance. We
does not consider the ownership exposure of a particular
AV through other ways, such as physical observation or
cameras. If the ownership is known by the attacker, it is
obvious that the location privacy is no longer preserved.
Therefore, our goal is to preserve the location privacy of
users even the attacker is able to access all the information
exchanged between all entities in the architecture during
parking and pickup processes, except those exchanged
between the smartphone and the OBU in device pairing,
as long as the attacker does not know the AV’s owner.

• Slandering. The attacker tries to slander an honest user
after the AV is scratched. It could be a registered but
malicious user who releases a piece of exchanged infor-
mation to the judge, such that the judge would identify
an honest user is the scratching perpetrator. Although the
cameras in parking lots may record the event, it is hard
to ensure all the accidents are captured in the parking
lots. Another slandering is that a registered but greedy
user may slander the parking lots for the AV loss but in
fact he/she has pick it up. Due to the privacy preservation
of users, the parking lots cannot determine who picked
the AV up, such that it is possible for a user to slander
the parking lot for AV lost. Although the parking lots
can claim the irresponsibility of vehicle loss to avoid the
compensation, they may be required to provide the videos
and witnesses for investigation.

• Hiding. The insiders, such as users and parking lots,
or AV thief may have different incentives to hide the
misbehavior. Firstly, the attacker, who is a registered user,
tries to conduct a pickup message that cannot be traced by
the judge. Thus, the attacker can claim the AV loss event
to slander the parking lot. A registered user may also try
to keep anonymous for escaping from compensation if the
AV is involved in a scratch or traffic accident. Secondly,
the parking lot is willing to be invisible in an attempt to
avoid troubles during accident investigation. Finally, an
attacker who stoles an AV may try to prevent the judge
and the user from localizing the AV.

We aim to propose an automated parking and pickup
architecture that is secure against the given threats and privacy-
preserving for users. To prevent slandering and hiding, PrivAV
should support correct tracing of users and AVs. The parking
lots where the AV parked should be recovered when the judge
is involved to investigate the vehicle loss.

III. PRELIMINARIES

We briefly review several underlying techniques employed
to construct PrivAV, including bilinear pairing, BBS+ signa-
ture, zero-knowledge proof and Cuckoo filter.
Bilinear Pairing. Let (G1,G2,GT ) be three cyclic groups of
the same prime order p. ê : G1×G2 → GT is a type-3 bilinear
map [20] if the following properties are satisfied:

• (Bilinearity). For any g ∈ G1, h ∈ G2, and a, b ∈ Zp,
ê(ga, hb) = ê(g, h)ab.

• (Non-Degeneracy). For any g ∈ G1 \ {1G1}, h ∈ G2 \
{1G2}, ê(g, h) ̸= 1GT .

• (Efficient Computability). For any g ∈ G1, h ∈ G2,
ê(g, h) is efficiently computable.

• (Non-Homomorphism). No efficiently computable homo-
morphism between G1 and G2 exists in either direction.

Mathematical Assumptions. We review three cryptographic
assumptions related to the security of PrivAV.
Computational Diffie-Hellman [21]. The Comutational
Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem in G1 is defined as follows:
Given a tuple (g, ga, gb) ∈ G3

1, to compute gab. We say that
the CDH assumption in G1 holds if there is no algorithm can
solve the CDH problem in G1 with non-negligible advantage
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in probabilistic polynomial time.
q-Strong Diffie-Hellman [22]. The q-Strong Diffie-Hellman
(q-SDH) problem is defined as follows: Given a (q+2) tuple
(g, g0, g

x
0 , g

x2

0 , · · · , gxq

0 ) ∈ Gq+2
1 , output a pair (A, c) such

that Ax+c = g0, where c ∈ Zp. We say that the q-SDH
assumption holds if there is no algorithm can solve the q-
SDH problem with non-negligible advantage in probabilistic
polynomial time.
Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman [21]. The Decisional Bi-
linear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) problem is defined as fol-
lows: Given a tuple (gi, gj , gk, g

a
i , g

b
j , g

c
k) and ê(g1, g2)

z ,
where i, j, k ∈ {1, 2}, to determine whether ê(g1, g2)abc =
ê(g1, g2)

z . We say that the DBDH assumption holds if there is
no algorithm can solve the DBDH problem with non-negligible
advantage in probabilistic polynomial time.
BBS+ Signature. The BBS+ signature is proposed by Au
et al. [17] based on the BBS signature [23] and the CL
signature [24]. Let g, g0, g1, g2, g3 be the generators of G1,
h be the generator of G2, and the signer’s secret key is
α ∈ Zp and the corresponding public key is β = hα. The
signature over a tuple of messages (m1,m2,m3) is (A, e, s),
in which A = (ggs0g

m1
1 gm2

2 gm3
3 )

1
α+e and (e, s) are randomly

chosen from Zp. The signature is verified by checking whether
ê(A, βhe) = ê(ggs0g

m1
1 gm2

2 gm3
3 , h) holds or not. The BBS+

signature allows the signer to generate the signature in a blind
way, i.e., the signer signs a commitment on a tuple of messages
(m1,m2,m3) without having the messages. The security of
BBS+ signature is proved under the q-SDH assumption against
adaptive chosen message attacks [17].
Zero-knowledge Proof. In a zero-knowledge-proof (ZoK) pro-
tocol [25], a prover is able to convince a verifier that he knows
a witness w satisfying some relation R with respect to a known
string x without revealing anything other than the relation
(w, x) ∈ R. Currently, a plethora of ZoK protocol have been
proposed, in which Σ-protocol is a special kind of three-move
non-interactive ZoK protocol with honest verifiers. The Σ-
protocol that the prover has an integer x so that the relation
y = gx holds is denoted as PK{(x) : y = gx}. The values
in the parentheses denote the knowledge that the prover aims
to prove, and the values on the right are the publicly known
values. Besides, the Σ-protocol can be transformed into a non-
interactive signature proof-of-knowledge (SPK) protocol. The
SPK protocol transformed from the above ZoK protocol is
denoted as SPK{(x) : y = gx}(m).
Cuckoo Filter. The cuckoo filter is designed by Fan et al.
[18] that can replace Bloom filter for set membership tests.
Compared with the standard Bloom filter, cuckoo filter not
only supports item adding and removing dynamically (the
standard Bloom filter cannot provide item deletion), but also
has high lookup performance, even when close to full. In
addition, the cuckoo filter is easy to be implemented and
possesses less storage space than Bloom filter in applications,
when the false positive rate is less than 3%.

A cuckoo filter is a compact variant of a cuckoo hash table
which consists of an array of buckets in which each item
has two candidate buckets determined by two hash functions
H1(x) and H2(x). To lookup an item x, one can check
both buckets to see whether either contains this item. Cuckoo
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Fig. 2. Cuckoo Hash Table and Cuckoo Filter [18]

hashing reaches high space occupancy since it can relocate the
earlier-added items if both buckets are possessed when a new
item inserts. For example, Fig. 2 shows that an item x can be
inserted to either budget 3 or 7 in a hash table of 8 buckets, if
either of x’s buckets is empty; otherwise, x will be put in one
of the buckets, kick out the existing item (if c) and re-inserts
c to its alternate location. The cuckoo hashing can be used to
provide set membership information. Cuckoo filter is designed
to improve hash table performance by using partial-key cuckoo
hashing. For an item x, the hashing scheme used to generate
the indexes of two buckets is as follows: H1(x) = hash(x)
and H2(x) = H1(x) ⊕ hash(x′s fingerprint). The finger-
print of x is maintained on one bucket with the index H1(x)
or H2(x), if either is not possessed; Otherwise, the item y
maintained on the bucket H1(x) or H2(x) is kicked out and
kept on the bucket j ⊕ hash(y′s fingerprint), where j is
H1(x) or H2(x). To test the item x, the lookup algorithm
calculates x′s fingerprint and H1(x) = hash(x), H2(x) =
H1(x) ⊕ hash(x′s fingerprint). If x′s fingerprint is in
either bucket H1(x) or H2(x), the cuckoo filter returns true;
Otherwise, it returns false. To remove an item from the entire
filter, the delete algorithm computes H1(x) and H2(x), finds
x′s fingerprint in H1(x) or H2(x) and deletes that value.

IV. OUR PROPOSED PRIVAV

In this section, we describe the proposed PrivAV and discuss
its properties.

A. The Detailed PrivAV

Service Setup. The service provider bootstraps the whole
AVP service on the servers. Let ê : G1 × G2 → GT be a
type-3 bilinear pairing as discussed in III, g, g0, g1, g2, g3, g4
be the generators of G1 and h, h0, h1, h2, h3, h4 be the
generators of G2. The AVP server picks α ∈R Zp as its secret
key and computes the corresponding public key as β = hα,
where α ∈R Zp denotes that α is randomly chosen from Zp.
H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp and Hg : {0, 1}∗ → G1 are two collision-
resistant hash functions. G0 = ê(g0, h), G1 = ê(g1, h),
G2 = ê(g2, h), G3 = ê(g3, h), G4 = ê(g4, h). In addition, the
AVP server builds a cuckoo filter CFP for the maintenance
of pickup codes. The system parameter is Param =
(G1,G2,GT , p, g, g0, g1, g2, g3, g4, h, h0, h1, h2, h3, h4,H,Hg,
G0, G1, G2, G3, G4, ê, β).
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The judge setups the secret-public key pair (t, T ), in which
t ∈R Zp and T = ht ∈ G2.

A parking lot with its identifier L ∈R Zp has a secret-public
key pair (l, L = gl), in which l ∈R Zp and L = hl ∈ G2.
(l, L) is stored on the local server of the parking lot.

Device Pairing. A user with the identity I ∈ Zp has the
secret key pair (u, U) maintained on the read-only memory
of the smartphone, in which u ∈R Zp and U = gu ∈ G1.
Suppose the user purchases a new AV from a dealer, whose
licence plate number is N ∈ Zp. The secret key of the AV is
v ∈R Zp and the corresponding public key is V = hv ∈ G2.
To pair the smartphone and AV, the smartphone chooses
u1 ∈ Zp to compute U1 = hu1 and sends (I, U, U1, Tu) to the
AV; The OBU on the AV randomly selects v1 ∈ Zp to compute
V1 = gv1 and sends (N,V, V1, Tv) to the smartphone, where
Tu, Tv are timestamps. The smartphone and the AV separately
generate w = H(U I , V N , Uv1 , V

u
1 , Tu, Tv), W = gw and

thereby confirm the same (w,W ) based on the secure Station-
to-Station (STS) protocol [26]. Thus, the SP-AV secret-public
key pair is (w,W ).

User Registration. The user is required to register at the
AVP server to acquire a service credential, which is used to
access AVP without disclosing the identity information. The
user engages with the AVP server through a secure channel
and enrolls into the service as follows.

• The user randomly chooses s′, r′ ∈R Z2
p to compute a

commitment C = gs
′

0 g
u
1 g

w
2 g

r′

4 , and sends (C, I,W ) to
the AVP server, along with the following proof:

PK1{(s′, u, w, r′) : C = gs
′

0 g
u
1 g

w
2 g

r′

4 ∧W = gw}.

PK1 assures that C is computed correctly.
• The AVP server verifies the validity of PK1 and ran-

domly chooses s′′, e, r′′ ∈R Z3
p to calculate A =

(Cggs
′′

0 gI3g
r′′

4 )
1

α+e , and returns (A, s′′, e, r′′) to the user.
The AVP server stores (C,A, s′′, I, e, r′′,W ) secretly.

• The user calculates s = s′ + s′′, r = r′ + r′′, and
checks whether ê(A, βhe) ?

= ê(ggs0g
u
1 g

w
2 g

I
3g
r
4, h). Note

that σs = (A, e, s) is the BBS+ signature on (I, u, w, r),
where r remains unknown to the AVP server. The tuple
(A, e, s, I, r, s′, r′) is maintained on the smartphone and
(I, r) is stored in the read-only memory.

AV Parking. The user arrives the destination and leaves
the AV at the get-off point, such as the foyer of a hotel or the
departure layer of the airport. The user uses the smartphone to
initialize a one-time password pwd for pickup authentication
and a pickup code code ∈R Zp for vehicle search, and sends
(pwd, code) to the OBU. The communication between the
OBU and the smartphone is secure by utilizing their shared
SP-AV key pair (w,W ). pwd is set by the user. code is
randomly chosen from Zp, and stored on the smartphone
and the OBU. Then, the user sends a parking command to
the AV and the latter starts the automated parking mode to
automatically discovery a vacant parking space based on real-
time parking information maintained on automated parking
navigation systems.

After arriving a vacant parking space in a parking lot with
the secret-public key pair (l, L), the AV interacts with the

local server to update the parking information. Specifically, the
AV performs the following operations to generate a parking
message P and sends it to the local server.

• Encrypt its current location AVL using w based on the
advanced data encryption (AES), and encrypt the pickup
code code using β based on the ElGamal scheme to
obtain (Ew(AVL), Eβ(code)), respectively;

• Select γ ∈R Zp to compute a commitment C ′ =
gγgv1g

w
2 g

N
3 and R = T γ ;

• Compute a searchable tag S = ê(Hg(I,N,U)I , hγ);
• Generate the zero-knowledge proof:

PK2{(w, v,N, γ) : C ′ = gγgv1g
w
2 g

N
3 ∧ R = T γ};

• Set P = (L, Ew(AVL), Eβ(code), C ′, R, S,PK2).

Upon receiving P from an AV, the local server in the parking
lot verifies the validity of PK2 and generates a signature on
C ′ by choosing γ′, b ∈R Z2

p to compute B = (g0C
′gγ

′

4 )
1

l+b

and R′ = hγ
′
. At last, the local server forwards (P, B, b, R′)

to the AVP server.
The AVP server checks the validity of PK2 and decrypts

Eβ(code) using the secret key α to obtain code, which enables
the server to search the corresponding AV. Then, the AVP
server computes the tuple H1(code) = hash(code), H2 =
H1(code) ⊕ hash(code′s fingerprint), and inserts it to the
cuckoo filter CFP . Finally, the AVP maintains the parking
message P securely on the memory.

Location Query. If the user is willing to query the location
of his/her AV, the smartphone randomly chooses µ1 ∈R Zp to
compute ψ1 = hµ1 and encrypts code using β based on the
ElGamal scheme to acquire Eβ(code). Then, the smartphone
sends (“Q”, Eβ(code), ψ1) to the AVP server, where “Q”
denotes that this message is to query an AV’s location.
Upon receiving (“Q”, Eβ(code), ψ1), the AVP server decrypts
Eβ(code) using α to obtain code and performs the lookup
algorithm to test whether code exists in CFP . If yes, it selects
µ2 ∈R Zp to compute ψ2 = hµ2 and ψ = ψµ2

1 , and returns
(Eψ1(AVL), ψ2) to the user. Then, the AVP server executes
the delete algorithm to remove code from CFP , computes
code′ = H(code, ψ) and inserts code′ to CFP . Finally, the
smartphone updates code as code′ = H(code, ψµ1

2 ) and uses
µ1 to recover the AV’s location AVL from Eψ1(AVL). This
protocol can be performed more than once for enabling the
user to frequently check the AV’s location.

AV Pickup. Before departure, the user inputs the one-time
password pwd and the location and time (UL, T ime) where
and when he/she is willing to be picked up. The user sends
the remote AV a pickup request D, which is generated by the
smartphone as follows.

• Encrypt (UL, T ime) using the shared SP-AV key w
based on the AES scheme to acquire Ew(UL, T ime), and
encrypt code′ with β to obtain Eβ(code′);

• Randomly select τ to compute F = hτ

and G = Gs0G
u
1G

w
2 G

r
4ê(g

τ , T ) and J =

(g
H(pwd||0)
0 g

H(pwd||1)
1 )τgw2 ;

• Generate the following non-interactive zero-knowledge
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proof from the service credential (A, e, s).

SPK



(A, e, s, u, w, I, r, τ) :

ê(A, βhe)
?
= ê(ggs0g

u
1 g

w
2 g

I
3g
r
4, h) ∧

F = hτ ∧
G = Gs0G

u
1G

w
2 G

r
4ê(g

τ , T ) ∧
J = (g

H(pwd||0)
0 g

H(pwd||1)
1 )τgw2


(P ),

where “P” denotes this is a pickup request.
• Set D = (“P”, Eβ(code

′), Ew(UL, T ime), F,G, J,SPK).
Note that the payment information of parking fee can be added
into the pickup request D. To ensure the privacy preservation,
the user can choose anonymous payment methods, such as
electronic cash or bitcoin.

Upon receiving D from the smartphone, the AVP server
verifies the validity of SPK. If it is invalid, it returns failure
and aborts; Otherwise, the AVP server decrypts Eβ(code′) to
recover code′, and performs the lookup algorithm of cuckoo
filter to check whether code′ is present in CFP . If yes, the
AVP server finds the corresponding parking lot L based on P ,
and forwards (“P”, code′, Ew(UL, T ime), J, ψ) to the local
server of L. The AVP server maintains D in the memory.

The local server verifies SPK and broadcasts a message
(code′, ψ) to all the AVs in the parking lot L.

Each AV uses the maintained pickup code code to check
whether code′ ?

= H(code, ψ). If not, the AV aborts; Oth-
erwise, it returns code to the local server. The local serv-
er checks the parking payment information and forward-
s (Ew(UL, T ime), J) to the AV if payment is success-
ful. The AV decrypts Ew(UL, T ime) to acquire the pick-
up position and time of the user. The AV also reads
(pwd,w) from its memory and verifies whether ê(Jg−w2 , h)

?
=

ê(g
H(pwd||0)
0 g

H(pwd||1)
1 , F ). If yes, the AV returns an ACK

message to the user through both servers, starts its engine and
autonomously drives to the defined position UL at Time to
pick up the user. Otherwise, the AV returns failure and drops
the pickup request. Upon receiving ACK from the AV, the
AVP server can delete code′ from the cuckoo filter CFP .

User Tracing. To trace the user who picked up the AV
N , the judge retrieves (F,G) in the pickup message D and
all the registration transcripts (C,A, s′′, I, e, r′′,W ) from the
AVP server. The judge leverages its secret key t to compute
G′ = Gê(g, F )−t and tests whether G′ ?

= ê(C, h)Gs
′′

0 Gr
′′

4

until finding a match. Additionally, the judge is able to know
the AV N has been picked up by the user I .

AV Tracing. To trace the AV during parking, the user
provides (I, U, hw) to the judge and the judge can retrieve all
the parking messages P from the AVP server. The judge tests
ê(C ′, h)

?
= ê(g,R)−tê(g1, V )ê(g2, h

w)ê(g3, h
N ) until finding

a match. With the match of (N,V ), the judge and the AVP
server can know the parking lots that the AV has parked and
the AV will park in the future.

AV Localization. Without the user’s delegation, the judge
can identify the parking lot where the user’s AV is parking.
In specific, the judge retrieves all the parking messages P and
tests S ?

= ê(Hg(I,N,U)I , R1/t), until a message P∗ succeeds
the equation.

B. Property Extension

Smartphone Loss: The smartphone loss results in the
troubles on vehicle pickup. Although the physical key can be
used as a backup solution for AV driving, the location should
be delivered to the user in advance. Thus, the Location Query
and AV Localization algorithms are designed to enable the user
to acquire the AV’s location. Concretely, the user can query
the AV’s location by executing the Location Query algorithm
when the smartphone is in hand. If the smartpone is lost or
power-off, the user can use the physical key for starting the AV.
If the smartphone is lost or power-off before the user acquires
the location, he/she has to contact with the judge and obtain
the parking lot with the assistance of the judge by performing
AV Localization algorithm.

Vehicle Loss: When a user claims the AV loss accident,
the judge firstly ensures that the user does not slander the
parking lot L using User Slandering Prevention. If the claim is
confirmed, the judge can find L for investigation and L cannot
deny the AV loss due to Parking Lot Hiding Prevention. To
find the lost AV, the judge can trace the AV using the AV
Tracing algorithm with (I, U, hw) given by the user when the
attacker parks it in a parking lot. Additionally, if a stolen AV is
found by the police, the judge can read the read-only memory
of the OBU to acquire U and thereby learn the AV’s owner.

User Slandering Prevention: To prevent a greedy user
from slandering the parking lot for AV loss, the judge is
capable to collect information from the AVP server to verify
whether the AV loss claim is valid or not. Specifically, if the
user claims the AV N is lost when it is parking in L, the judge
needs to use the AV Tracing algorithm to ensure that the user’s
AV was parking in L. Then, the judge needs to check whether
the user has picked it up or not. In doing so, the judge retrieves
all D for AV pickup in L from the AVP server, performs the
User Tracing algorithm and verifies SPK in each D to learn
whether the AV has been picked up by the user. If yes, the
user would be accused for slandering; otherwise, the judge
confirms the AV loss in L, and thereby starts the investigation.
Of cause, the judge needs to check whether the user visited
the parking lot and drove the AV away using the physical key
through cameras in the parking lot.

We ensure that the attacker is unable to slander an honest
user for scratching the AV since the attacker’s and the user’s
AV can be traced using the AV Tracing algorithm. If either AV
is not scratched, the attacker cannot succeed in claiming the
scratching accident.

Hiding Prevention: If the AV is involved in accusation,
it is necessary for the judge to trace the user who picked
up the AV using the AV Tracing algorithm. Also, the user
can be traced using the User Tracing algorithm to prevent
any misbehavior. In addition, the parking lot cannot deny the
parking event if the AV is proved to be lost in the parking lot.
Although the parking lot is not responsible to compensate the
user, it has the duty to corporate with the judge for investi-
gation. To avoid troubles during investigation, the parking lot
may hide itself from being detected that the AV was in the
parking lot. Therefore, to prevent the hiding of the parking
lot, when the user exposes (I, U, hw), the judge can check
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the signature of the parking lot (B, b,R′) as ê(B,Lhb) ?
=

ê(g,R)−tê(g0, h)ê(g1, V )ê(g2, h
w)ê(g3, h

N )ê(g4, R
′). If the

signature is valid, the parking lot cannot repudiate the presence
of the AV in the parking lot.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we prove that our PrivAV achieves all the de-
sign objectives, namely, smartphone-autonomous vehicle (SP-
AV) authentication, AVP authentication, AV location privacy,
user anonymity and correct tracing.

SP-AV Authentication: The construction of SP-AV authen-
tication is similar with the Waters’ signature [27] in type-3
pairing. In PrivAV, the user authenticates to the AV using
the one-time password pwd and the shared SP-AV key w. If
both pwd and w are correct, the AV confirms that the pickup
message is from the owner and starts the engine to pick up
the owner at the right place and time. To keep the AV secure,
it is critical to guarantee that no adversary is able to generate
a valid authentication tag J , even it can acquire pwd or w.

Theorem 1. The adversary A cannot succeed the authenti-
cation to the AV even if A has the smartphone storing the SP-
AV key w or guesses the one-time password pwd successfully
if the CDH assumption in G1 holds.

Proof. The security proof consists of two parts, one proves
that A with w cannot succeed the identity verification without
pwd; and the other shows that A is unable to pass the
authentication without w if pwd is known. The security of
the former is obvious, as pwd is one-time password. Even
though A obtains many pwd-J pairs, A cannot generate a
valid authentication tag J∗ if the new password pwd∗ is
unknown. Therefore, the security of authentication depends
on the confidentiality of the one-time password pwd.

If A successfully obtains a user’s pwd, the authentication
can be reduced to the CDH assumption in G1. That is, if A
can succeed the AV’s authentication, we show how to construct
a simulator S, which can solve the CDH problem, in which
given gx, gy ∈ G2

1, for x, y ∈R Z2
p, to compute gxy. The

view of A is provided by S with the random oracle. The
security model of digital signature is utilized to formalize
A’s behaviors, as we use the signature to achieve SP-AV
authentication. S chooses z0, z1 ∈R Z2

p, generates Param and
sets W = gx, g2 = gy , g0 = (gy)a0gb0 and g1 = (gy)a1gb1 ,
where a0, a1 are randomly chosen from {−1, 0, 1}, and b0, b1
are randomly chosen from {1, 2, · · · , p}. S interacts with A
in each of possible interactions.

• To respond the hash queries of H(pwdi||0) and
H(pwdi||1), in which pwdi is randomly chosen by A, S
randomly picks si, s′i ∈R Z2

p, sets si = H(pwdi||0) and
s′i = H(pwdi||1), and returns (si, s

′
i) to A. S maintains

a list to keep (si, s
′
i, pwdi).

• S also responds the queries of J gener-
ation. With the one-time password pwdi,
Ji = (g

H(pwdi||0)
0 g

H(pwdi||1)
1 )τigw2 =

gxy((gy)a0sigb0si(gy)a1s
′
igb1s

′
i)τi =

gxy+τi(ya0si+ya1s
′
i+b0si+b1s

′
i). If we set gτi = gαix+βi ,

then, Ji = gxy+(αix+βi)(ya0si+ya1s
′
i+b0si+b1s

′
i) =

(gxy)1+αi(a0si+a1s
′
i)(gx)αi(b0si+b1s

′
i)(gy)βi(a0si+a1s

′
i) +

gβi(b0si+b1s
′
i). Thus, based on a0si+a1s′i, we can define

two cases:
– If a0si + a1s

′
i ̸= 0, S can generate valid authenti-

cation tags by setting αi = (a0si + a1s
′
i)

−1 mod p
and choosing βi randomly;

– If a0si + a1s
′
i = 0, S aborts and returns failure.

Finally, suppose A generates a valid authentication tag
J∗ with a one-time password pwd∗. The results of pwd∗

returned from the hash query is (s∗, s′
∗
).

– If a0s∗ + a1s
′∗ ̸= 0, S aborts and returns failure;

– If a0s
∗ + a1s

′∗ = 0, S can extract gxy from
J∗ = (gxy)(gx)αi(b0s

∗+b1s
′∗) + gβi(b0s

∗+b1s
′∗), that

is, gxy = J∗((gx)αi(b0s
∗+b1s

′∗)+gβi(b0s
∗+b1s

′∗))−1.
Thus, the CDH problem can be solved.

AVP Authentication. To prevent an adversary to malicious-
ly access AVP for AV pickup, the AVP authentication is
achieved based on the BBS+ signature. We ensure that only
an accessible user who has a valid service credential can use
the remote pickup service, which may be charged.

Theorem 2. The adversary A cannot succeed AVP authen-
tication of an AV if the q−SDH assumption in G1 holds.

Proof. We assume that the zero-knowledge proofs PK1,
PK2 and SPK are sound, that is, there exist extract algorithms
EX 1, EX 2 and EX S to capture the witnesses in PK1, PK2

and SPK, respectively. The security model in [17] is utilized
to formalize A’s behaviors, as we use the signature to realize
AVP authentication. These proofs can be constructed non-
interactively based on Σ-protocols and are sound in the random
oracle model.

The simulator S interacts with A. S is given Param and
the public key β. S is able to access the BBS+ signature oracle
SO that can output a BBS+ signature on a query.

• A randomly chooses an identity I ∈R Zp and w, u ∈R
Z2
p. A also computes W = gw, generates a zero-

knowledge proof PK1 and queries the registration to S.
S extracts (s′, u, w, r′) from PK1 using EX 1. Then, S
issues a signature query to SO and obtains (A, e, s, r). S
computes s′′ = s− s′ and r′′ = r− r′. Finally, S returns
(A, e, s′′, r′′) to A.

• A generates a proof SPK and computes the pickup
request D based on the queried service credentials. S
returns the verification results to A.

Finally, A generates a valid pickup request D∗. From SPK
in D∗, S extracts the service credential (A∗, e∗, s′′

∗
) that

has not queried. Thus, S believes that A must conduct a
valid credential (A∗, e∗, s′′

∗
), which is a successful forge of

the BBS+ signature. Since the unforgeability of the BBS+
signature is based on the q−SDH assumption, the security
of the AVP authentication relies on the q−SDH assumption.

AV Location Privacy. The AV’s location privacy will not
be corrupted by unauthorized parties, as the AV’s information
is well protected in the parking message P . In P , although
L is exposed to others, A cannot learn any knowledge about
the AV and its owner. Specifically, the location information
AVL is encrypted by ψ1, such that only the user is eligible
to access it. R = T γ has no information about the AV.
(C ′, R) is the ciphertext of gv1g

w
2 g

N
3 based on the ElGamal
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scheme, so the identity information is well protected due to the
security of ElGamal scheme in asymmetric groups. According
to the indistinguishability of the ElGamal scheme on two
candicate plaintexts in asymmetric groups, it is infeasible
for A to distinguish two possible AVs with (v0, w0, N0)
and (v1, w1, N1) from the challenging ciphertext (Rb, C ′

b) of
gvb1 g

wb
2 gNb

3 , where b ∈ {0, 1}. We can also view that C ′

is a Pedersen commitment [28] on the message (v, w,N).
Since γ is randomly chosen from Zp, C ′ is random in G1.
Besides, PK2 is a zero-knowledge proof, it does not disclose
the witness (w, v,N, I, γ). Therefore, A cannot invade the
AV’s privacy from (L, Ew(AVL), Eβ(code), C ′, R,PK2) in
P . Finally, the rest work is to show that S would not expose
any information about the AV.

Theorem 3. An adversary A cannot distinguish a specific
AV from two possible honest AVs from the parking messages,
if the DBDH assumption in GT holds.

Proof. Our security proof reduces the AV’s privacy to the
DBDH problem in GT . That is, if A can distinguish the AV
based on S, we can show how to construct a simulator S
to solve the DBDH problem in GT , i.e., given ĝx ∈ G1,
ĥy, ĥz ∈ G2

2, ∆ = ê(ĝ, ĥ)δ ∈ GT , where x, y, z, δ ∈R Z4
p,

to determine whether ê(ĝ, ĥ)xyz = ê(ĝ, ĥ)δ . S generates the
public parameter Param, sets g = ĝx, T = ĥ and h = ĥy ,
and sends (Param, g, T, h) to A.

Then, S interacts with A to respond the hash queries.
Specifically, A randomly selects (Ii, Ni, Ui) to query S. S
randomly selects ϵi ∈R Zp to compute Hi = Hg(Ii, Ni, Ui) =
ĝϵi and returns it to A. S also builds a list to store the tuple
(Ii, Ni, Ui, ϵi,Hi).

Finally, S chooses two AVs’ information (I0, N0, U0) and
(I1, N1, U1). S chooses b ∈ {0, 1} and generates Rb = ĥz

and Sb = ∆Ibϵb , and sends them to A. A guesses b∗ ∈ {0, 1}.
If b = b∗, S believes that ê(ĝ, ĥ)xyz = ê(ĝ, ĥ)δ , and this is a
DBDH tuple; otherwise, this is a non-DBDH tuple.

In addition, from this security proof, it is straightforward to
see that the user’s identity is preserved as well against A in
the parking message P .

User Anonymity. The user anonymity is achieved during
AV pickup against unauthorized parties, including the AVP
server and the local server in the parking lot, except the AV. In
the pickup request D, the user’s identity information (I, U,W )
is hidden during verification against the AVP server. Concrete-
ly, Ew(UL, T ime) will not expose the user’s identity, as well
as the location UL, and (F,G) is the ciphertext of Gs0G

u
1G

w
2 G

r
4

for the judge based on the ElGamal scheme. As the ElGamal
scheme is secure in group GT , the plaintext Gs0G

u
1G

w
2 G

r
4

only can be recovered by the judge, so that no adversary
is able to identify the user based on (F,G). According to
the indistinguishability of the ElGamal scheme in group GT ,
it is infeasible for A to distinguish two possible users with
(I0, U0,W0) and (I1, U1,W1) from the challenging ciphertext
(Fb, Gb) of Gs0G

u
1G

w
2 G

r
4, where b ∈ {0, 1}. Besides, the zero-

knowledge proof SPK is used to prove all relations without
exposing the witness (A, e, s, u, w, I, r, τ). Therefore, the user
anonymity is protected against malicious attackers and curious
entities, as long as the authentication tag J would not expose
users’ privacy.

Theorem 4. An adversary A cannot distinguish a specific
user from two possible honest users from pickup requests, if
the DBDH assumption in GT holds.

Proof. Our security proof reduces user anonymity to the
DBDH problem in GT . That is, if A can distinguish the user
based on J , we can show how to construct a simulator S to
solve the DBDH problem in GT , i.e., given gx, gy ∈ G1, ĥz ∈
G2, ∆ = ê(g, ĥ)δ ∈ GT , where x, y, z, δ ∈R Z4

p, to determine
whether ∆ = ê(g, ĥ)xyz . We prove even A can have the one-
time password pwd, it cannot learn user’s identity from J . S
is allowed to access the CDH oracle that can output a CDH
result given a CDH query. S generates the public parameter
Param, sets g0, g1 ∈R G2

1, W = gx, g2 = gy and h = ĥz ,
and sends (Param,W, g0, g1, g2, h, ĥ) to A.

Then, S interacts with A to respond the hash queries.
Suppose A randomly selects pwdi to query the hash results. S
randomly selects θi, θ′i ∈R Z2

p to respond to A. S also builds
a list to store the tuple (pwdi, θi, θ

′
i).

Finally, S chooses two users’ information W0 = Wga0

and W1 = Wga1 , where a0, a1,∈ Z2
p. S chooses b ∈ {0, 1}

and τ∗ ∈ Zp to generate Fb = hτ
∗
. S can use (Wb, g2) to

query the CDH oracle and obtain gx+ab2 . Then, S computes
Jb = (gθ

∗

0 gθ
′∗

1 )τ
∗
gx+ab2 , and sends (Fb, Jb) to A. A guesses

b∗ ∈ {0, 1}. If b = b∗, S believes that ê(g, ĥ)xyz = ê(g, ĥ)δ ,
and this is a DBDH tuple; otherwise, this is a non-DBDH
tuple.

Correct Tracing. Correct tracing consists of two aspects,
namely, slandering and hiding. In slandering, the attacker
claims the AV loss or scratching accident to the judge. The
judge can recover the identity information of users and AVs
based on the transcripts, including registration transcripts,
parking messages or pickup requests. In specific, the judge can
recover the AV from a parking message P by using (N,V, hw)
to test ê(C ′, h) = ê(g,R)−tê(g1, V )ê(g2, h

w)ê(g3, h
N ). To

trace the user, the judge can link the pickup request P to the
registration transcripts through the commitment C, and thereby
learn (I,W ) of the user. Through the user and AV tracing,
the judge can know whether the claimed AV is really lost in
the parking lot for preventing the attacker from slandering the
parking lot. Also, both scratched AVs can be found by the
judge for scratching investigation if a scratching accident is
claimed.

Hiding: A user or AV cannot prevent itself from being
traced by the judge since the user’s or AV’s identity should
be involved in generating the pickup request D or the parking
message P , respectively. To prevent being traced, an attacker
(malicious AV or user) has to use forged identity information
and secret key to conduct D or P . This is infeasible based
on the unforgeability of the underlying BBS+ signature and
the soundness of PK2 and SPK. In addition, a malicious
parking lot cannot hide itself from being traced since its
signature on C ′ is added into the parking message, which is a
BBS+ signature on (γ, v, w,N). Since the BBS+ signature is
unforgeable based on the q−SDH assumption, the hiding of
the parking lot is impossible if the q−SDH assumption holds.
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VI. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

We implement a prototype that simulates the computing
tasks of the smartphone, AV, AVP server and local server in
User Registration, AV Parking, and AV Pickup of PrivAV.
In user side, we uses a smart phone, Huawei MT2-L01
with CPU Kirin 910 @1.6GHz with 1250M Memory. The
computing tasks of AVP server and local server are executed
on a laptop with Intel Core i5-4200U CPU @2.29GHz and
4.00GB memory. The operation system is 64-bit Windows 10
and the C++ compiler is Visual Studio 2008. To simulate
AV, we change the CPU frequency of the smart phone to
be 1196MHz by using a software, since the widely used
Intel Atomr processor E3900 series on vehicles have 1.1–
1.6 GHz CPU HFM frequency. MIRACL library 5.6.1 is
used to implement cryptographic computations. p is a large
prime with approximately 160 bits. We use Barreto–Naehrig
curve [29], i.e., Fp-256BN, E : y2 = x3 + 3 over Fp.
z is an integer, n = 36z4 + 36z3 + 18z2 + 6z + 1 and
p = 36z4+36z3+24z2+6z+1 are prime and #E(Fp) = n.
The embedding degree k = 12 is the smallest positive integer
with n|p4 − 1. E[n] ( E(Fp12), where E(n) denotes the
set of all n−torsion points on E. G1 = E(Fp), G2 is the
trace–0 order–n subgroup of E(n), and GT is the order–n
subgroup of F∗

p12 . The R-ATE pairing [29] is used to achieve
the type-3 bilinear pairing. The bilinear pairings ê(g, T ) and
ê(Hg(I,N, U)I , h) can be pre-computed by the corresponding
entity. In the following, we show the measured values for
execution time of each entity in Table I.

To demonstrate the communication overhead, we count
the number of bytes exchanged between two entities. As-
sume that the length of every auxiliary information (i.e.,
“Q”, “P”, AVL, code) is 20 bytes. To register at the AVP
server, a user sends 248-byte (C, I,W ) to the AVP server,
and the AVP server returns 124-byte (A, s′′, e, r′′) to the user.
In AV Parking phase, an AV sends the parking message P
to the local server in the parking lot, which is 352 bytes,
and the local server forwards (P, B, b, R′) to the AVP server,
which is 500 bytes. To query the location of an AV, the user
sends 104-byte (“Q”, Eβ(code), ψ1) to the AVP server and
receives 20-byte (Ew(AVL), ψ2). In AV Pickup phase, the
smartphone generates the pickup request D, whose binary
length is 620 bytes, and sends it to the AVP server. The
AVP server forwards (“P”, code′, Ew(UL, T ime), J, ψ) to the
local server, which is 188 bytes. Finally, the local server
broadcasts 84-byte (code′, ψ) to find the user’s AV and 84-
byte (Ew(UL, T ime), J) to the AV for pickup.

We compare our PrivAV with the existing schemes, i.e., LI
[13], HLKW [14] and JLYM [16], about the computational
and communication overhead of the two-factor authentica-
tion. The authentication message in PrivAV is (F, J) =

(hτ , (g
H(pwd||0)
0 g

H(pwd||1)
1 )τgw2 ). To improve the efficiency,

the exponentiations gH(pwd||0)
0 g

H(pwd||1)
1 and gw2 can be ex-

ecuted after (pwd,w) are determined. Thus, only two expo-
nentiations are executed for the smartphone in AV Pickup.
The comparison results with the existing schemes are shown
in Fig. 3(a). The authentication message generation in PrivAV
is more efficient than that in LI [13], HLKW [14] and

JLYM [16]. In the verification of (F, J), the computational
overhead can be reduced by using pre-computation, since
g−w2 and g

H(pwd||0)
0 g

H(pwd||1)
1 can be calculated for the AV

in advance. Further, the bilinear pairings ê(Jg−w2 , h) and
ê(g

H(pwd||0)
0 g

H(pwd||1)
1 , F ) are able to be performed with

the aid of the local server. The approach is as follows:
The AV chooses random values s1, s2 ∈R Zp to compute
S1 = (Jg−w2 )s1 and S2 = (g

H(pwd||0)
0 g

H(pwd||1)
1 )s2 , and

sends (S1, S2) to the local server; the local server calculates
S′
1 = ê(S1, h) and S′

2 = ê(S2, F ) and returns (S′
1, S

′
2) to the

AV; the AV verifies whether (S′
1)
s−1
1

?
= (S′

2)
s−1
2 to determine

the validity of authentication. In this way, the burden on
calculating the bilinear pairings is migrated to the local server,
and the local server cannot corrupt the authentication result.
We compare the computational overhead on the authentication
verification between PrivAV with server-aided verification and
LI [13], HLKW [14] and JLYM [16], and demonstrate that
the PrivAV is the most efficient scheme in four. In terms
of the communication burden, Fig. 3(c) illustrates that the
proposed PrivAV consumes the least communication resources
in PrivAV, LI [13], HLKW [14] and JLYM [16].

In addition, we demonstrate that the proposed PrivAV is
efficient even when the density of vehicles is large. For
example, numerous AVs are pending to park (or pickup)
before (or after) large social events, such as football games,
national day events, and special festivals. When the number of
vehicles pending to park is large, the local server and the AVP
server would receive numerous parking messages or pickup
requests, which possess a large amount of bandwidth for data
transmission and computing resources of both servers. As the
result, the service delay increases. Fig. 4 shows the time costs
of the local server and the AVP server on dealing with all the
requests from users. As shown in Fig. 4(a), if 1000 AVs send
1000 parking messages to both servers at the same time, the
local server needs to use around 27.5s, and the AVP server uses
19s to respond these requests, respectively. Fig. 4(b) illustrates
that the AVP server can respond 1000 location queries from
mobilephones in 14s. In AV Pickup, the local server is able
to respond 1000 requests in about 5s and the AVP server
only needs 11s to deal with 1000 pickup requests. Therefore,
even if the number of received parking messages and the
quantity of pickup requests are large, the local server and
the AVP server can respond these requests rapidly. Besides,
the communication burden caused by PrivAV is linear with
the number of AVs submitting requests. That is, if n AVs are
parked in the parking lots, 352n-byte messages are sent to the
local server, and the local server forwards 500n-byte data to
the AVP server in AV Parking. Here we only consider the size
of data body, since the package header has constant size in a
network package. To avoid network congestion, it is possible
to deploy drone-cells to migrate the network traffic for the
crowded areas.

Finally, we discuss the storage overhead of all
entities. These entities are required to maintain the
system parameter Param that is around 1.5KB. To
access the AVP service, the smartphone has to store
(I, u, U,N, V, w,W,A, e, s, r, s′, r′, pwd, code, L, T, β), the
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TABLE I
IMPLEMENTED RUNNING TIME (UNIT: MILLISECOND)

Phase
User Registration AV Parking Location Query AV Pickup

Smartphone AVP AV Local AVP Smartphone AVP Smartphone AV Local AVP
Server Server Server Server Server Server

Runtime 182.605 30.136 81.287 27.257 18.632 153.362 13.114 73.624 206.292 10.922 4.752
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Fig. 4. Scalability of PrivAV

size of which is about 628 bytes, and the AV needs to
maintain 504-byte (v, V, w,W,U, T, L, pwd, code, I,N, β).
The local server keeps the key information (T,L, l, β),
the parking requests P , and the pickup messages
(“P”, code′, Ew(UL, T ime), J, ψ). The total size of these is
212+523n+188m bytes, where n is the number of parking
requests and m is the number of pickup requests. The AVP
server needs to maintain the key information (T, L, α, β),
parking messages (P, B, b, R′), and pickup requests D, the
total size of which is 212+500n+620m bytes. In addition, the
AVP server also maintains the Cuckoo filter.

VII. RELATED WORK

To protect the communications between connected vehicles,
considerable research efforts have been invested in identifying
security vulnerabilities, recommending potential protection
techniques and developing corresponding security protocols.
These research works have secured a broad variety of vehicular
applications [30], [31], one of which is privacy-preserving
smart parking. Yan et al. [32] proposd SmartParking, a service-
oriented intelligent parking system to enable drivers to se-
curely view and reserve parking spots. Biswas and Mis̆ić
[33] presented a privacy-preserving vehicle parking assistance
system based on priority-based secure vehicle-to-infrastructure

communications. Lu et al. [34], [35] designed a secure smart
parking scheme supporting anti-theft protection for large park-
ing lots through the communications between vehicles and
roadside units in the parking lots. However, Lu et al.’s scheme
only covers a small scale. Ni et al. [36], [37] proposed a
privacy-preserving smart parking navigation system for vehi-
cles on roads supporting privacy leakage prevention for drivers
and navigation results retrieval for improving the probability
of successful navigation query. Although the drivers’ privacy
can be protected during parking assistance, their identities
may still be exposed during parking fee payment in the above
schemes. To address this issue, Garra [38] developed a mobile
payment system via phones based on anonymous electronic
coin. However, in the coming autonomous driving era, privacy
preservation of users, which is the design goal of the above
schemes, is insufficient to free users from the security concerns
in AVP services.

Due to the wide network connectivity, autonomous vehicles
are confronted with a heightened risk of cyber security attacks,
which raise extensive concerns to drivers on autonomous
driving. The potential cyberattacks on AVs have been inves-
tigated [39] with their special needs and vulnerabilities. A
technical and social analysis [40] was proposed based on
a methodological approach to encourage the future secure
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and privacy-preserving solutions. The demands on protecting
data integrity, driving safety and privacy preservation in the
emerging autonomous driving scenarios were discussed [41]
and an exemplary case of map updates was also studied
to exemplify the privacy-enhanced techniques and integrity-
protecting mechanisms. To preserve location privacy, Joy
and Gerla [42] described several vehicular applications and
proposed the concept of haystack privacy to strengthen privacy
and maintain accuracy. To preserve the privacy in AV sharing
service, Hadian et al. [43] proposed a privacy-preserving
time-sharing scheme enabling the AV owner and requester to
negotiate time schedules for AV usage with privacy preserva-
tion. Consequently, Sherif et al. [44] introduced ride sharing
services for AVs and presented a similarity measurement
mechanism over encrypted travel data to achieve privacy-
preserving ride arrangement for service providers. On securing
interactions between AVs, Amoozadeh et al. [45] identified the
risks and requirements on the security of the communication
channels in cooperative adaptive connected vehicle streams.
To clarify the threats of cyberattacks and the current research
efforts on security protection in autonomous driving, Parkinson
et al. [8] identified the typical vulnerabilities in on-board
control systems and communication networks, and review the
research on AV related cybersecuirty mitigation techniques.
They also revisited the existing research outcomes and human-
centric security design methods to reduce the likelihood of
successful cyberattacks on AVs.

Although the security weaknesses and requirements of AVs
have been clarified, the study of security protection is still
in its infancy. Many essential AV services have not received
their deserved attentions. In this paper, we proposed a privacy-
preserving automated valet parking service for AVs to achieve
secure authentication for vehicle remote pickup, user privacy
preservation for AVP service access, and the traceability
of anonymous users for slandering prevention and fairness
maintenance.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a privacy-preserving au-
tomated valet parking protocol (PrivAV) for self-driving ve-
hicles. PrivAV achieves two-factor authentication based on
one-time password and secure smartphone to guarantee AV
security in remote retrieval, and protect user location privacy
during AVP service access. In addition, to prevent slandering
and maintain fairness, PrivAV enables the judge to be engaged
in the AVP service for tracing anonymous users and localizing
stolen AVs. With PrivAV, users can feel free to participate in
the AVP services without any concern on the safety of their
vehicles and the corruption of their privacy. In the future work,
we will enhance the security protection on AV’s control sys-
tems and design effective intrusion detection mechanisms to
protect autonomous vehicles against malicious cyber attacks.
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